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To whom it may concern: 

Subject: California Proposition 65 warning in Title 27 California Code of Regulations 

Dear Customer, 

Mersen offers high quality products and services for safety, meeting our customers' cost, quality and environmental impact 
requirements. 
Like any manufacturer of Articles we will comply with the appropriate laws. 
With regards to the California Proposition 65 all products should be appropriately marked. 
https:/ /oeh ha.ca. gov/propos ition-65 

M.ersen as a producer of a finished article is bound to provide data about its articles to you. 

We maintain a constant watch on changes in the candidate list, liaising with our suppliers, to also monitor the list to ensure 
compliancy. https://oehha.ca.gov/proposition-65/proposition-65-list 

At this time we have determined that most of our product contains lead, or Antimony trioxide 
Thus 

� WARN ING, This prnduct contains th: chem k,I Lead o, Antimony tcio,ide known to the State of Califom i, to 
cause cancer or birth defects and/or other reproductive harm. 

Should you repackage our product for resale into the State of California the appropriate label should be placed on all packaging in a 
position that is forward facing to the customer for those products shipped into the State of California . 

.I.\. WARNING: This product can expose 
� you to chemicals including lead, which is 
known to the State of California to cause cancer or 
birth defects and/or other reproductive harm. For 
more information go to www.P65Wamings.ca.gov 

The labeling mentioned above is in response to the applicable Law of the State of California and while this information states the 
presence of lead and other materials. Mersen 's products where required and documented are compliant with the * European Directive 
ROHS. 
*(The ROHS directive allows the maximum permilled concentrations of lead and non-exempt products to 0.1 % or I 000 ppm (except for cadmium, 

which is limited to 0.01% or 100 ppm) by weight. The restrictions are on each homogeneous material in the product, which means that the limits do 
not apply to the weight of the finished product, or even to a component, but to any single substance that could (theoretically) be separated 
mechanically-for example. the sheath on a cable or the tinning on a component lead.) 
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